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Why are we even talking about this?

❖ Because doctors are 
professionals.

❖ ACEM considers 
Professionalism one of the 
domains of its curriculum 
framework.

❖ As an employee of Western 
Health, it is expected of you.



What does “Professionalism” mean to you?

❖ Special Agent Phil Coulson - 
S.H.I.E.L.D



Features:

❖ Always well dressed (and groomed).

❖ Well mannered.

❖ Gets the job done.

❖ Maintains a moral/work standard.

❖ Communicates and works well with other agencies. 



Is it explicit?

❖ YES.

❖ Pages 61-67 of the ACEM 
curriculum framework.

❖ It forms part of your ITA.



But what does it mean in general?

❖ The real question is, what would you expect?

❖ Example: A visit to your accountant…



Example: The Accountant
❖ You present there with an expectation that you accountant is qualified 

and credentialed to do their job.

❖ They have paid their registration fees for their professional body (CPA).

❖ Wearing a suit (or office attire).

❖ They acknowledge and reply to your emails / correspondence.

❖ They keep appointments they make with you.

❖ Arrive to your appointments on time.

❖ If they cancel due to unforeseen circumstances, they give you adequate 
notice.



Example: The Accountant - continued…

❖ Your financial information is kept in confidence.

❖ (Within their organisation) they attend professional 
development seminars.

❖ They escalate within their organisation when they 
notice a colleague engaging in illegal activity.

❖ Comments? 



Who / What are these people?



How did you know?

❖ Appearance.

❖ Uniformity.

❖ Standards - in both behaviour and role.



So let us translate this to the medical context…

❖ Dress and grooming…



So let us translate this to the medical context…

❖ Turn up to work on time. Traffic is unpredictable. (Call if you are running 
late).

❖ Clinical and clerical standards - confidentiality / follow-up / consent / safe 
practice / reporting.

❖ Attending teaching (this is essentially professional development).

❖ Mandatory competencies - due again.

❖ Correspondence should be formal when referring to an official appointment. 

❖ Public perception - patients’ view / social media / hospital /Junior staff / 
private specialists / GPs. 

❖ Work / Life balance - social / exams / family.



Take home points:

❖ Professional behaviour —> results in professional 
performance —> professional respect (and self respect).

❖ You are an employee of Western Health +/- a registrar 
of ACEM: Professionalism is an expectation, not an 
option.

❖ If this is not clear - read about it (ACEM / Western 
Health)


